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Dr. Press says,
My first exposure to Scenar device was 25 years ago, in Russia, as they introduced me to a
“Local stimulator” that was hand-held and, with which I was getting pretty impressive results… athletes injuries
seemed to be healing much faster than expected. These were athletes suffering from various traumas. I was
really unaware of the advances in this technology, or of the originally secret nature of the methods, developed
for “Star City”, until a few years ago, when I was re-introduced to Scenar’s new devices.
I am thrilled that such innovative, even more effective devices have been developed, since in particular, RITM
Scenar Sport D was designed specifically to treat sports-related injuries and conditions.
Treating sportsmen is a two-stage process: emergency aid at sporting events and subsequent restoration therapy
in a doctor’s office.
Scenar can be immediately applied to the area of pain when no other remedies might be available. It is more
effective than traditional recommendations.
RITM Scenar Sport D is the best device to use!
It is easily portable, battery operated / no pads or plugs;
Can be used on pitch planes & couches during travel;
Its superiority over other electrotherapy devices is explained below.
Scenar impulse is high amplitude and short pulse width, stimulating both A
and C nerve fibres Most other electrotherapy units stimulate A and B nerve
fibres.
Safe, High Amplitude Pulse
A (δ) and C-Fibres are the nerve fibres transmitting pain
C-Fibres account for up to 85% neural fibres
RITM Scenar impulse is automatically changing, adjusting electrical energy input with each signal – Interactive
Feedback
Most other electrotherapy produces an impulse that is monotonous and easy for the Nervous System to
accommodate.
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The characteristics of the RITM Scenar impulse are such that the probability of excitation of the thin
neuropeptide-secreting C-fibres is higher than conventional methods of electrotherapy.
RITM Scenar enables a maximal part of the nervous tissue to be activated. This is necessary for the
achievement of an optimal response from the patient’s body. Furthermore, SCENAR is a system of monitoring
and response.
The body creates electromagnetic and acoustic fields.
In a pathological state these fields are modified. It is these signals that are detected by RITM Scenar and are
used to form the therapeutic impulses from RITM Scenar.
RITM Scenar therefore enables a unique interaction between it and the patient’s body.
Research shows somatic dysfunction portrayed on overlying skin as abnormal skin impedance
RITM Scenar
•Designed to ‘scan’ & recognize abnormal skin impedance
•Stimulates local area, saturating tissue with electric energy – body produces ‘ADAPTOGENIC’ response

Scenar thus enables fast recovery, and prevents serious functional complications.
Athletes might be able to get back to the playing field, or at least get to a hotel on their own feet.
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